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Abstract

Misspellings are introduced on products either due to negligence or as an attempt to deliberately
deceive stakeholders. This leads to a revenue loss for online sellers and fosters customer mistrust.
Existing spelling research has primarily focused on advancement in misspelling correction and
the approach for misspelling detection has remained the use of a large dictionary. The dictionary
lookup results in the incorrect detection of several non-dictionary words as misspellings. In this
paper, we propose a method to automatically detect misspellings from product images in an
attempt to reduce false positive detections. We curate a large scale corpus, define a rich set of
features and propose a novel model that leverages importance weighting to account for within
class distributional variance. Finally, we experimentally validate this approach on both the curated
corpus and an out-of-domain public dataset and show that it leads to a relative improvement of up
to 20% in F1 score. The approach thus creates a more robust, generalized deployable solution and
reduces reliance on large scale custom dictionaries used today.

1 Introduction

Misspellings often occur on printed descriptions, warranty cards and advertisements associated with
products despite the ubiquitous presence of spell checkers. Although these misspellings are often due
to human typographical errors (Kukich, 1992), or by non-native writers who are confused by language
intricacies, they may also be deliberately introduced by malicious elements to deceive stakeholders (Gong
et al., 2019). A single inadvertent or intentional misspelling can propagate to large amounts of inventory.
As a consequence and much to the chagrin of sellers, misspellings cost millions in lost online sales
(Coughlan, 2011) and breaks customer trust.

This paper aims to automatically and accurately identify misspellings from product images in order to
improve customer experience. We loosely define a misspelling as “incorrectly spelled ubiquitous words
and proper nouns which are very similar to their correct forms”. Example images and words are present
in Figure 1 and Table 1 respectively. As can be seen, product images predominantly contain many

Figure 1: Product Images after OCR processing

Misspellings

knder, Wnite,
Excepional, accommodat,
PROFESSINALS,
FLAWLBSS, harmfiil,
ckytime, remaimin, ELOW,
Replocemen, favoeite,
HONOURAS, limietd

Non
Misspellings

FD&C, intro-, duced,
ATION, HSOOMS,
#1, alaudoid, yeqioos,
recommended,
forwhiter, JavaPresse.,
(260ml), HT1S1A10d,
Magnesiumstearate,
No.5Al, MICHAEL,
7.10104E+11, Fabrique,
d’origine, politique

Table 1: Sample Product Image Instances
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non-dictionary words including quantities, identification numbers, ingredients and other proper nouns,
which should not be detected as misspellings. Further, text extraction from these noisy images is
challenging since they often suffer from lighting, orientation, text occlusion and font dissimilarities issues.
As a result, the class distribution is skewed with a very small number of misspellings amidst a large set of
non misspellings. For instance, in Figure 1, “knder” and “Wnite” (present in the top row images) are the
only two misspellings that are to be detected among several other words.

Leveraging existing approaches for misspelling detection from product images is beset with a number
of challenges. First, although spelling research has intrigued the NLP community for long (Damerau,
1964; Kukich, 1992), misspelling detection research (Zamora et al., 1981; Dalkiliç and Çebi, 2009; Attia
et al., 2012; Yu and Li, 2014) is very sparse, language specific and the primary approach has remained
a dictionary lookup. This approach does not scale or generalize to billions of product images leading
to a large number of false positive detections. Second, unlike most language modeling tasks, the use
of contextual cues is ineffective. As a misspelling might be deliberate, its occurrence is unlikely to be
influenced by its neighbouring words. Further, due to varied image quality and orientation, the extracted
words may be scattered and not in the order they appear on the image. And third, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no publicly available large scale corpus of product images annotated for misspellings.
To address these deficiencies we make the following contributions.
• We curate Image-MisSpell 1, the first large scale corpus of product images and novel language

agnostic misspelling features, explicitly annotated for misspellings and augmented with publicly
available misspelling data. (Section 4.1, 4.2)
• We propose a weakly supervised cost sensitive weighted SVM model that leverages importance

weighting of instances to handle within class distributional variance. The model can scale and
generalize well to unseen examples. The small model size and low inference latency make it ideal to
be used in a production environment. (Section 4.3)
• Finally, we present extensive experiments, results and discussions of the model and observe an

improvement in F1-score of up to 20% over the dictionary lookup baseline. This result is promising
because curating a custom set of non-dictionary words to filter for billions of products is prohibitively
expensive and our model achieves better results with significantly lower cost. (Section 5, 6).

The remaining sections contain an overview of spelling related literature (Section 2), problem formulation
(Section 3) and finally our conclusions and plans for further research (Section 7).

2 Related Work

Misspelling detection research is very limited, small scale and often on domain specific private data
(Zamora et al., 1981). Approaches for misspelling detection primarily involve use of a predefined
dictionary of n-grams (Zamora et al., 1981) and words (Dalkiliç and Çebi, 2009; Yu and Li, 2014; Attia et
al., 2012). Additionally, dictionaries used are limited to specific languages like Chinese (Yu and Li, 2014),
Turkish (Dalkiliç and Çebi, 2009) and Arabic (Attia et al., 2012).

Most existing work on spelling has focused on spelling error correction (Kukich, 1992; Ng et al.,
2014; Chollampatt and Ng, 2018; Nagata et al., 2017; Hagen et al., 2017; Flor et al., 2019; Flor, 2012;
Toutanova and Moore, 2002; Brill and Moore, 2000; Hasan et al., 2015). Initial approaches for correcting
misspelling include those that compute edit distance and phonetic similarity between misspelling and
candidate correction. Consequently, Flor (2012) introduced an approach to combine ranking candidate
corrections using contextual cues with edit distance and phonetic similarity. Although several datasets
exist for spelling correction research, many of these are small and proprietary corpora. Flor et al. (2019)
proposed TOEFL-Spell as the first large scale corpus to benchmark spelling correction performance.

Spelling research is transitioning to leverage word embeddings with the advent of deep learning.
Since pretrained word embeddings like Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Mikolov et al., 2013a) and
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) do not support Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words such as a misspelling,
Bojanowski et al. (2017) and Piktus et al. (2019) introduced approaches for obtaining word embeddings
resilient to misspellings. However, misspelling embeddings leverage context during training and have

1https://github.com/amzn/image-misspell-coling2020

https://github.com/amzn/image-misspell-coling2020
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been designed to be close to their correct variants. This is counter intuitive to our task where we would
like to disentangle misspellings from non misspellings and the occurrence of a misspelling is unlikely to
be influenced by its neighbouring words present on product images.

3 Problem Formulation

Given an image I consisting of n words, and an OCR Engine O which extracts words wi from the image
not necessarily in the order they appear:

O(I) = {w1, w2, ..., wn} (1)

we learn a model f such that for each word wi and feature extractor g

(f ◦ g)(wi) =

{
1 wi is a misspelling
0 wi is a non misspelling

(2)

A word w is characterized as a misspelling if it loosely satisfies one or more of the following conditions:
• Is not present in a dictionary of any language
• Differs from its correctly spelled word form in only very few characters
• In most cases, does not contain punctuation, digits and special characters
• In most cases, contains only alphabets

An important distinction to our problem formulation is that a word w is a non misspelling, not only if it is
present in the dictionary, but also if it doesn’t satisfy any of the other conditions for a misspelling outlined
above. This implies there could be words which are not present in the dictionary but are non misspellings.
Further, our focus is on modelling words to detect misspellings after they have been extracted from images.
We do not make any changes to either the existing OCR pipeline before word extraction or any potential
misspelling correction approaches after misspelling detection.

4 Proposed Approach

We now describe the process of data curation, feature extraction and model learning.

4.1 Data Curation
To detect misspellings from product images, we create the Image-MisSpell Corpus curated from two
distinct sources (1) Bin Check Images and (2) Public Corpora of Misspellings (Mitton, 2007).

4.1.1 Bin Check Images
Products are stored in large containers or bins. Based on requests investigators perform a bin check and
capture product images. These images may include external packaging, internal product accessories, and
documentation. Investigators may augment the captured images with product and brand images found
online. As seen in Figure 1, these product images are very noisy. They contain diverse font styles and
suffer from illumination issues, blurriness, rotation and occlusions making the process of extracting text
using an OCR system, annotating the misspellings and detecting misspellings by avoiding false positives,
a very challenging task. Once the product images were collected, words were extracted using AWS
Textract (Amazon-AWS, 2019) and annotated for misspellings. Samples are present in Table 1.

As is evident from both Figure 1 and Table 1, the images contain a lot of non-dictionary instances
such as quantities, punctuation, special characters, identification numbers, dates, zipcodes, ingredient
lists and proper nouns that should be flagged as a non misspelling. Further adding to the challenge is that
although the images predominantly contain English text, they occasionally do also contain multilingual
non-English text. The Bin Check Images dataset is summarized by category in Table 2. The dataset is
very skewed and contains only 0.5% misspelled words in relation to 99.5% of non misspelled words. As
the dataset grows over time, the skew is only expected to get worse. This could lead to a large number of
false positive detections by a classifier. To ensure our corpus is adequately balanced and representative,
rather than waiting on the time-consuming and expensive process of using human investigators, we
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# Misspelled Words 57 (0.5%)
# Non Misspelled Words 10617 (99.5%)

Table 2: Bin Check Images Dataset Summary

leverage a large public corpus of misspellings (Mitton, 2007) in a weakly supervised manner. Although
the misspellings present in (Mitton, 2007) were not obtained from product images, their features are
similar to those extracted from the Bin Check Images dataset (see Figure 2a) and can thus be used to
correct class imbalance.

4.1.2 Public Corpora of Misspellings
The corpus has been curated by Mitton (2007), as an amalgamation of four datasets, to promote spellcheck-
ing research. It has a single correctly spelled English word which is present in a dictionary and is mapped
to one or more spelling errors which may or may not be present in a dictionary. The constituent datasets
are described below.
(1) birkbeck : It contains 36,133 misspellings of 6,136 words. It includes results of handwritten spelling
tests run on students. Correct spellings are given in Oxford English form and misspellings due to American
forms have been explicitly excluded.
(2) holbrook : It contains 1791 misspellings of 1200 target words (including 20 of unknown targets
represented as ’?’). The passages are taken from (Holbrook, 1964). They are extracts from the writings of
secondary-school children, in their next-to-last year of schooling.
(3) aspell : It contains 531 misspellings of 450 words for testing the GNU Aspell Spellchecker.
(4) wikipedia : It contains 2,455 misspellings of 1,922 words made by Wikipedia editors.
To curate a single corpus we performed the following steps:
• Removed redundancy by mapping unique correct words to unique misspellings across the datasets.
• Removed words with unknown targets.
• Removed misspellings that are present in a dictionary and corresponding correct words if they do

not have any misspellings associated with it after deletion. For instance, we noticed that “here” was
a misspelling of “there” whereas by our problem formulation, “here” is not a misspelling as it is
present in the dictionary.
• Replace the underscore by a space. Spaces are represented by an underscore in these datasets.

Sample examples from the dataset categorized by class is present in Table 3.

Misspellings acomedation,acruied, expaine, exterordenary, heven, inconviencence, leaft, misstake
Non Misspellings accommodation, accrued, explained, extraordinary, heaven, inconvenience, left, mistake

Table 3: Public Corpus Sample Instances

In contrast to the samples from the Bin Check Images in Table 1, these words are very clean, predominantly
in English, contain very few proper nouns and have almost no punctuation and special characters other
than a space. After performing the above mentioned steps, we ended up with a single dataset which we
henceforth term as the “public corpus”. The public corpus’ summary statistics are summarized in Table 4.
Since the distribution of samples is skewed towards more misspellings than non misspellings, it serves to
complement the Bin Check Images dataset well.

# Misspelled Words 32051 (80%)
# Non Misspelled Words 8179 (20%)

Table 4: Public Corpus Dataset Summary

4.1.3 Image-MisSpell Corpus
We created the Image-MisSpell Corpus from both the Bin Check Images Dataset and the Public Corpus.
We used all the samples of the Bin Check Images and randomly sampled instances from the Public Corpus
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so that the class distribution is balanced. Consequently, we used a stratified sampling strategy to create
a 90:10 train/test split that preserved the class balance in both the splits and ensured the distributions
are similar. These splits can be used to build models for automatic detection of misspellings. The
Image-MisSpell Corpus is summarized in Table 5.

Class #Train Words #Test Words
Misspelling 15027 1600

Non Misspelling 15064 1600

Table 5: Image-MisSpell Corpus Dataset Summary

4.2 Feature Extraction

The performance and success of machine learning models is heavily dependent on the features chosen.
Different representations can hide or reveal the diverse factors that explain the variation in the data.
Although automatic feature representation and transfer learning has shown promising results on several
NLP benchmark tasks, it is not directly applicable for the task of misspelling detection since (1) context
does not affect misspellings on product images and (2) pretrained misspelling embeddings (Piktus et al.,
2019) are designed to be close to their correct variants. Thus, we chose to perform traditional feature
engineering relying on domain knowledge and generic priors. A blend of language specific and language
agnostic features are chosen. We define the features below.

4.2.1 Standalone Features
These features are extracted from a single word and do not require any additional information.
(1) textract score: The AWS Textract Word Recognizer produces a confidence score associated
with each recognized word from the image (Litman et al., 2020). Textract can detect Latin-script characters
from the standard English alphabet and ASCII symbols. The prediction confidence score is calculated
as the average of the CTC decoder probabilities until the end-of-sequence token. The score is bounded
in the range [0,1] with higher scores for more confident predictions. Since the Public Corpus does not
have an associated confidence score, we simulate the score using a uniform sampling from the 95%
confidence interval (in Table 6) of the textract scores of the Bin Check Images Corpus. This ensures
a non zero variance across all samples and preserves the features characteristics. Ignoring the values
completely or filling in with order statistics or mean/median/mode is not appropriate when number of
missing values is very high. This feature is included as we are interested in words that have mostly been
correctly recognized by the OCR system.

Stats
Class Misspelling Non Misspelling

Mean 0.97 0.90
Max 1.00 1.00
Min 0.39 0.01

95% Conf.Int. [0.95, 0.99] [0.89, 0.90]

Table 6: Bin Check Images textract score distribution

(2) ner score: We obtain the probability of each word being a named entity from AWS Comprehend
(Amazon-AWS, 2017). The decoder probability predicted for each token is averaged. This basically tells
us given confidence score of each token, how likely the whole span will be an entity (Shen et al., 2017).
We default to the English language model of Comprehend. Using this feature, the model would thus have
the ability to exclude named entities as misspellings while still being able to classify their variants as
misspellings.
(3) pos score: We obtain the probability of each word being a proper noun (PROPN) from AWS
Comprehend’s Part-Of-Speech (POS) Tagger (Amazon-AWS, 2017). We default to the English language
model of Comprehend. Using this feature, the model would have the ability to exclude proper nouns as
misspellings while being able to classify their variants as misspellings.
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(4) gibb score: We calculate the probability of a word being gibberish using a first order markov chain.
The model should exclude gibberish from the predicted misspellings. We pretrain a 27 x 27 matrix of
bigram probabilities (26 lowercase characters and a space) using a text file 2 of a million English words.
It is a concatenation of public domain book excerpts from Project Gutenberg and lists of most frequent
words from Wiktionary and the British National Corpus. For each word encountered, we use the matrix to
calculate the joint probability of occurrence of all possible bigrams formed from the chosen character
set. OOV words are expected to have a low probability of occurrence. Further, long gibberish words are
also expected to have a low joint probability due to the product of several low probability bigrams. In the
practical application, the gibberish score can also help with OCR errors. For instance, a gated structure
on an image may be incorrectly recognized as a series of alphabets (l’s or x’s) even though it does not
actually contain any letters and is only a graphic resembling text. The joint probability in these cases is
also expected to be low. Given a matrix M of bigram probabilities, and ordered sequence of n characters
[c1, ..., cn] ∈ M, the gibberish score of word w is calculated as follows:

gibb score(w) = gibb score([c1, ..., cn]) =
n−1∏
i=1

(M [ci, ci+1]) (3)

(5) word length: Integer length of a word.
(6) contains nonalpha: Boolean value that indicates whether word w contains non alphabetical
characters. Misspellings usually do not contain punctuation, special characters and digits.

contains nonalpha =

{
1, w contains non alpha
0, otherwise

(4)

(7) dict presence: Boolean value for whether the word w is present in a dictionary. We make
use of the Hunspell dictionary (Németh, 2010) with its Python bindings (Latinier, 2014). We leverage
dictionaries of prevalent languages [en us, en gb, en au, en ca, en za, es, de, fr, pt, it, ru] from (Wormer,
2018) since product images occasionally contain multilingual text. In addition to checking for dictionary
presence of the word in its recognized form, we also check for presence of its stemmed and lowercase
forms. PyHunspell provides flexibility to add in new words to the dictionary at runtime. We insert a
set of about 100 product specific words. Words present in a dictionary of any language should not be
misspellings. This feature ensures the model is less sensitive to a specific language.

dict presence =

{
1, w present in a dict
0, otherwise

(5)

4.2.2 String Similarity Features
In order to leverage a weak context, we obtain string similarity metrics using the autocorrected form
of the word with least edit distance. For the Bin Check Images Dataset we use the PyHunspell module
to suggest the closest autocorrect word. The autocorrected form of the word may be from any of the
language dictionaries. Ties are broken based on the order of the listed languages in the dict presence
feature. The Public Corpus Dataset already has a word mapped to its correct form.
(1) editdistance: We calculate the Levenshtein distance (Hyyrö, 2001) with equal weight for
insertion, deletion and substitution. This is further normalized by dividing by the maximum of the lengths
of the two words ensuring the value obtained is bounded in the range [0,1].
(2) jaccard similarity: Jaccard Similarity is another well-known measure of the similarity of a
pair of strings. It captures information orthogonal to edit distance. Given two sets of unique lowercase
characters w1, w2 the jaccard similarity is defined in Equation 6.

jaccard similarity = |w1 ∩ w2|/|w1 ∪ w2| (6)

2https://norvig.com/big.txt

https://norvig.com/big.txt
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(3) string containment: Sometimes an indicator of a match is that the letters in one string are
entirely or partially contained in the other string. String containment captures this notion. Given two sets
of unique lowercase characters w1, w2 the string containment is defined in Equation 7.

string containment = |w1 ∩ w2|/min(|w1|, |w2|) (7)

(4) char intersection count: This is simply the number of unique lowercase intersecting charac-
ters given two sets of characters w1, w2.

char intersection count = |w1 ∩ w2| (8)

4.3 Importance Weighting and Learning Using Privileged Information:
Once we have represented the Image-MisSpell corpus using the features described, we are able to build
models for automatic detection of misspellings. However, we must keep in mind the data and class
distributions before modeling. Most machine learning models perform poorly when there is a skew in the
class distribution. With a greater class imbalance ratio, the decision function usually favours the majority
class. Two strategies for handling the class imbalance include (1) over sampling the minority class using
approaches like SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002) and ADASYN (He et al., 2008) and (2) under sampling the
majority class. Given the abundance of data due to the augmentation with the Public Corpus, we were
able to generate a class balanced corpus by under sampling the majority class.

Now, although the classes are balanced, we noticed that the distributions within each class varied. The
Public Corpus non misspellings are very clean and contain words present in a dictionary whereas the
Bin Check Images non misspellings class is very noisy and contains words not present in the dictionary.
Further, the actual number of misspellings from the Bin Check Images is very small. An approach to
correct the sampling bias, used in active learning (Beygelzimer et al., 2009) and weighted SVMs (Lapin
et al., 2014), is called importance weighting. Lapin et al. (2014) state that “prior knowledge expressible
with privileged features can be encoded by weights associated with every training example”. Higher the
weight, more emphasis the classifier puts on that instance to classify correctly. The Instance Weighted or
Cost Sensitive SVM (He and Ma, 2013; Yang et al., 2007) is able to implicitly incorporate importance
weighting into its objective. We now discuss SVM optimization formulation incorporating the instance
weighting.

Given n, d dimensional training instances xi ∈ Rd,∀i ∈ [1, n], binary labels y ∈ {1,−1}n, a kernel
function φ, the SVM algorithm obtains w ∈ Rd, b ∈ R such that the prediction sign(wTφ(xi) + b) is
correct in most cases. The primal objective is:

min
w,b,ζ

1

2
wTw + C

n∑
i=1

ζi, subject to yi(w
Tφ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ζi, where ζi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n (9)

Since data is not always perfectly separable by a hyperplane, few samples are allowed to be at a distance
of ζi from their correct margin boundary. The C controls the strength of this penalty. As each example in
the training dataset has its own weight, the instance Ci can be calculated as a weighting of the global C
such that C ∈ Rn. A larger weighting is used for lesser representative instances allowing the margin to be
softer and preventing misclassified examples. In other words, the modified SVM algorithm would not
skew the hyperplane towards the distribution with larger samples since the minority samples are assigned
a higher misclassification cost. The weights are inversely proportional to the number of samples that
satisfy the condition, i.e, smaller the number of samples, higher is the weight.

Ci = instance weighti ∗ C (10)

5 Experimental Setup

In this section, we describe the experimental set up used for training, the model used and feature ablations.
Datasets. We use the Image-MisSpell and an out-of-domain publicly available dataset TOEFL-Spell
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Rule Weight
Initial Weight for All samples = 1
‘filename’ == ‘bin check’ = 2
‘contains nonalpha’ == 1 && ‘is error’ == 0 = 5
‘filename’ == ‘bin check’ && ‘is error’ == 1 = 10
‘filename’ == ‘bin check’ && ‘is error’ == 0 = 15
‘filename’ == ‘bin check’ && ‘is error’ == 0 && ‘dict presence’ == 0 = 20
‘textract score’ ≥ 0.95 && ‘is error’ == 1 +2
‘textract score’ < 0.1 -1

Table 7: Instance Weight values. Each instance initially has a weight of 1. The weights are then modified
sequentially in the order of the rules listed.

(Flor et al., 2019) for our experiments. The Image-MisSpell dataset includes about 30K train samples and
3.2K test samples. Both the train and test splits are class balanced. More details have been described in
Section 4.1. The TOEFL-Spell is a corpus of learner essays, annotated for spelling errors. We preprocess
and extract out features from the TOEFL-Spell dataset similar to the Public Corpus and obtain 3699
misspellings and 2343 non misspellings. All models have been trained using the Image-MisSpell trainset.
For evaluation, we use both the Image-MisSpell and the TOEFL-Spell testsets.
Models. We present two baselines that involve table lookups and thresholds that do not include a learning
component (1) Hunspell dictionary presence lookup and (2) heuristics model. The machine learning
model we used is a Cost Sensitive / Weighted SVM (WSVM) with linear and RBF kernels chosen due to
the implicit ability to allow importance weighting and interpretability using linear feature weights. We
also present feature ablations using the standalone and string similarity features in isolation.
Implementation details. For the heuristics model, the features and conditions chosen empirically by
human annotators include [textract score < 0.93, ner score ≥ 0.1, pos score ≥ 0.99, gibb score ≤
0.01,word length ≤ 2, contains nonalpha == 1, dict presence == 1]. If any of the conditions are
satisfied, the word is classified as a non misspelling, else it is a misspelling. The importance weight
heuristic values are present in Table 7. Both absolute and relative values are used. The SVM parameters
are RBF kernel coefficient γ = 1/(num features ∗ σ2(train set)) and a vector C as described in Table
7 and Equation 10.

6 Results and Discussion

Experiment Image-MisSpell TOEFL-Spell
P R F1 P R F1

Baseline Hunspell Dictionary Lookup 0.61 0.99 0.76 0.94 1.00 0.97
Heuristics with Thresholds 0.89 0.70 0.79 0.99 0.73 0.84

Model

SVM + Linear Kernel 0.74 1.00 0.85 0.98 1.00 0.99
SVM + RBF Kernel 0.78 1.00 0.87 0.99 1.00 1.00
WSVM + Linear Kernel 0.87 0.96 0.91 0.98 0.96 0.97
WSVM + RBF Kernel 0.86 0.97 0.91 0.99 0.96 0.98

Ablation WSVM + Linear (only standalone features) 0.85 0.97 0.90 0.98 0.96 0.97
WSVM + Linear (only string similarity features.) 0.68 0.75 0.71 0.98 0.60 0.74

Table 8: Experimental Results on the Image-MisSpell and TOEFL-Spell datasets.

We report results using standard classification metrics of precision, recall and F1-score in Table 8. On
the Image-MisSpell corpus, which contains many non-dictionary words as non misspellings, the WSVM
models indicate up to 20% relative improvement in F1-scores. As expected, this behaviour is not observed
on the TOEFL-Spell dataset which does not have any non-dictionary words as non misspellings. However,
results are comparable to a dictionary lookup. Without using instance weighting, which is tailored to the
Image-MisSpell distribution, we get near perfect detection on the TOEFL-Spell dataset. In most cases and
across the two datasets, the SVM and WSVM models perform better than the baselines. The choice of
kernel (linear or RBF) does not alter performance significantly. The performance of the WSVM is better
than the SVM on the Image-MisSpell, but not so on TOEFL-Spell. This indicates that the importance
weighting utilized by the WSVM helps improve performance when the underlying distributions vary,
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unlike the TOEFL-Spell dataset which is very clean and without a within class distributional variance.
Feature ablations indicate that the exclusion of either standalone or string similarity features causes a
reduction in performance.
Benefits of Hand Crafted Features. There are finer distinctions to the type of misspellings and non
misspellings that may occur. In Table 9 we detail the form of word encountered and the most prominent
corresponding features which help disentangle them.

Form of Word Classification Prominent Feature(s)
Not present in any dictionary and differs from
the correct form in few edit distances Misspelling Standalone and String Similarity

Features
Not in any dictionary but is a correctly spelled
domain word (entities, terminology) Non Misspelling dict presence, ner score,

pos score

Misspelled domain word (entities, terminology) Misspelling
String Similarity Features,
dict presence, ner score,
pos score

Random collection of alphabets or
alpha-numeric characters Non Misspelling gibb score, contains nonalpha

Table 9: Details about the type of misspellings that may occur and corresponding features that help
accurately detect them.

Weak Supervision. Given a small set of labeled data, we can express functional invariances as weak label
distributions. In this way we view techniques such as data augmentation as a form of weak supervision
(Ratner et al., 2017). Data augmentation was necessary due to the skewed class distribution on the Bin
Check Images Dataset as shown in Table 2. As the Bin Check Images dataset matures, the skewness is
expected to get worse and a means to correct for this imbalance is required. Without augmentation, the
classifer could choose to ignore the misspelling class entirely and still lead to a 99.5% accuracy. Although
data augmentation helped correct the class imbalance, the Public Corpus misspelling class needed to have
a similar distribution to that of the Bin Check Images misspellings. This distributional similarity of the
misspellings is evident in the 2-dimensional TSNE plot of the Image-MisSpell trainset is depicted in
Figure 2a. Since the distribution of misspellings of the public corpus was similar to the Bin Check Images
the data augmentation was a reasonable choice.
Interpretability and Explainability. Machine learning systems are increasingly making or informing
several critical decisions. However, they are often opaque black boxes that are not explainable. A key
requirement in this study was to have a model whose decision can be explained by a human when
required. The WSVM + Linear model decision can be easily interpreted by examining the learned feature
weights (Figure 2b). Positive weighted features contribute to the misspelling labels and negative weighted
features contribute to non misspelling labels. We notice that the weights learned are inline with human
interpretations and the models decision can be held accountable.
Model Deployment. The WSVM + Linear model takes up only a few kilobytes of spaces and has very
low inference latency. In addition, the instance weights provided a useful toggle to tweak the feature
importance based on runtime performance, thus making this model suitable for a production environment.
Use of Word Embeddings. Although techniques such as Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Mikolov
et al., 2013a) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) have been extensively used, they cannot provide
embeddings for OOV words such as misspellings. FastText by Bojanowski et al. (2017) and Misspelling
Oblivious Embeddings (MOE) by Piktus et al. (2019) introduced approaches for obtaining word em-
beddings for OOV words. Although FastText can capture morphological aspects of text, it may not be
particularly resistant to misspellings which can occur also within the dominant morphemes. MOE on the
other hand combines the FastText loss with a spell correction loss giving explicit importance to misspelled
words. However, these are supervised tasks which embed misspellings close to their correct variants.
Since our task involves disentangling misspellings from their correct variants, the direct use of these
embeddings without the use of hand crafted features may not be ideal. Further, pretrained MOE have not
been released publicly at the time of writing this paper. An interesting experiment, which we leave as
future work, is to augment the string similarity features with MOE since both are expected to capture
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(a) TSNE visualization of instances. (b) SVM Classifier Feature Weights.

Figure 2: The misspelling features of the bin check images are mostly distributed amongst the public
misspellings features as seen in (a). Feature weights are in line with human interpretation in (b).

similarity between a misspelling and its closely related correctly spelled word form, complimenting the
feature space.
Error Analysis. We perform an error analysis of the WSVM+Linear model used in production.
Qualitative examples are present in Table 10. Words present in the dictionary of popular languages
(“environment”, “bonjour”), proper nouns (“Microsoft”, “Amazon”), gibberish (“jncjnvuhebvioheosv
env”) and words with special characters/digits (“(njcwjncp3e9r”) are rightly classified as non misspellings.
Words which mostly satisfy the conditions in Section 3 such as “mroning”, “Micorsoft”, and “precison”,
are rightly classified as misspellings. However, the model does occasionally make mistakes. Even though
“jncjnvuhebvioheosv” is gibberish, and “Amazn”, “environmen” differs in only a few characters from its
correct form the model incorrectly classifies them as non misspellings. A character level model may be
able to accurately disentangle correct words like “environment” from many more of its incorrect forms
like “environmnt” and “environemnt” by better learning about similar character patterns. We must also
note that in certain cases this behaviour is due to the insufficient representative samples in the trainset
that the importance weighting is unable to correct for. For instance, we noticed that long words with
no meaning are extremely rare (<0.5%) and hence the gibberish detector mostly does not fire on them.
Additional samples, representative of the system’s use case in practice can correct for these errors.

Misspellings mroning, environmnt, Micorsoft, Facebdok, precison, bonjuor, jncjnvuhebvioheosv, helli, helo

Non Misspellings jncjnvuhebvioheosv env, environment, environmen, Amazon, Amazn, Microsoft, (njcwjncp3e9r,
bonjour, #4tg%ju, lake union, marketplace, he$$o, 10/23/2019, 50oz, MagnesiumStearate

Table 10: Qualitative Example Results Produced by the WSVM+Linear Model

7 Conclusion and Future Directions

This paper addressed the problem of automatic detection of misspellings from product images. We
presented Image-MisSpell, a large dataset of product images augmented with public corpora, exhaustively
annotated for misspelling detection. We also defined a rich set of features that can be extracted from
words without context. Further, we proposed a cost sensitive weighted SVM model that leverages
importance weighting to account for the within class distributional variation. Finally through experiments
we demonstrated the enhanced performance of this model in relation to baseline approaches. The approach
is promising since it achieves better results with a lower time, monetary and human capital investment.
Future directions include leveraging deep learning where character level language modeling could be used
to learn embeddings that disentangle misspellings from their correct form. Visual features like Pyramidal
Histogram of Characters (PHOC) (Almazán et al., 2014) can also provide important cues for OCR errors
and deliberate misspellings.
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